Get ready to PLAY! Discover what humpback whales, Mozart, Borneo tree frogs, babies, starlings, and elephants all have in common...the natural ability to make music!

I share instruments from dozens of countries and traditions. I tell stories about the music of animals, famous composers, and tribal cultures. Kids and adults alike are invited to invent music with me, creating spontaneous compositions that speak of the wind, waters, exotic creatures, and the creative human spirit.

I splatter (imaginary) handfuls of glorious gunk from the depths of my tuba, and the audience is transformed into a choir of whales.

My programs teach skills and attitudes crucial for excellence in any field, enabling people of all ages to better embody the magic of music.

A 45-60 min. show for K-8 includes:

- The Bottomless Bag of Musical Tricks
- Musical Animals
- The Power of Silence
- The Music of Wind, Water, and Time
- Tuba or Not Tuba?
- Dance or Die; The Evolution of Music
- A Tour on the Play-Along Highway

Music of the World presentations can be custom designed to meet your educational goals. Programs ranging from multi-cultural music appreciation to skills-based hands-on clinics for musicians, dancers, and the theater are available for all age groups and performance levels.

“Andy Barnett celebrates his deep devotion to exploring how music-making can be interwoven into the lives of many -- from beginners to professionals.”
Paul Winter, founder of “Living Music”

“A shining visionary for the transformational uses of music. Andy guides us to the heart of resonance”
Don Campbell, author of “The Mozart Effect”

Contact me at: 707 9265370
abarnett@asis.com
More info at: asis.com/composeyourself